Five newly identified sex-biased transcripts in Drosophila are full of surprises: although they are found in fly heads, and manipulating two of them affects mating behaviors, their genes are expressed sex-specifically in non-neural tissues. The way these genes are regulated suggests new complexities in the sex determination pathway.
Signaling and patterning pathways are generally found to be broadly conserved in evolution. But this is not true of sex determining pathways in animals: despite its usual pink-or-blue outcome, sex determination is dazzling in its variation. The generation of sexual dimorphism involves the action of regulatory sex determination genes -often in response to a karyotypic signal -which control the production and development of sex-specific molecules, anatomy and behaviors (reviewed in [1] ). Sex determination pathways are highly variable between phyla (though they often include a member of the 'DM domain' family of transcription factors [2] ). This lack of conservation is intriguing in itself, but it means that the sex determination pathway must be dissected at a species level. The fruit fly Drosophila is one of a handful of organisms in which the controls of sexual development are becoming understood. Two recent studies [3, 4] have contributed to this understanding by identifying new target genes of the Drosophila sex determination pathway.
Identification of target genes of sex determination pathways -those genes directly responsible for the differences between males and females in appearance, behavior and biochemistry -makes possible a 'bottoms-up' approach to elucidating the regulation that turns them on or off. For example, such analysis has shown that sex-specific forms of the Drosophila Doublesex (Dsx) protein bind to the promoter of the target gene yolk protein 1 (yp1) to permit or prevent the action of other transcriptional regulators at this promoter. The upshot is that yp1 is transcribed only in the fat body of adult female flies [5] .
Target genes that mediate sex-specific behaviors are of particular interest as tools for understanding regulation by sex determination genes and also for addressing the genesis of behaviors. The head is a good place to search for behavior-related target genes of the sex determination pathway. It is already well-established that certain brain regions are responsible for sexual behaviors in Drosophila [6, 7] , and at least some sex-determining transcription factors are expressed in the brain [8] [9] [10] [3] . In this way, they found a single, highly male-enriched RNA derived from takeout (to) -a gene previously shown to be regulated by circadian clock genes and by feeding [11, 12] .
Fujii and Amrein [4] carried out a large-scale screen for RNAs that show sex-differential expression. They made 'SAGE' libraries from RNA isolated from the heads of male or female flies, and identified approximately 7000 transcripts, of which forty-six showed a significant skew in their representation in male or female. Of those, 13 had a highly significant sex-bias, and these included all five transcripts known to be sex-specific in heads: three female-specific yolk protein RNAs and the male-specific roX1 and roX2 RNAs [13, 14] . Fujii and Amrein [4] focused their attention on four genes that showed reproducibly strong enrichment in males (turn on sex-specificity (tsx), sex-specific enzyme 1 (sxe1) and sex-specific enzyme 2 (sxe2)) or females (female-specific independent of transformer (fit)).
Two of these genes, at least, are likely to play some role in sex-specific behaviors. Dauwalder et al. [3] found that males lacking to function [12] show reduced courtship activity, though they are fully active in a non-mating behavior. Additional support for the idea that to mediates male behaviors came from examination of male flies in which the cells that normally express the to gene were genetically feminized. The male identity of these cells turns out to be essential for to expression and for male behaviors: the to-expressing cells need to be male in order for courtship to be normal.
Fujii and Amrein [4] addressed the function of tsx by asking whether expressing this male-specific RNA in females had behavioral consequences [4] . They found that female flies forced to express tsx ubiquitously were less receptive to mating. While this does not prove that tsx normally mediates male behaviors, it suggests that the action of this gene can at a minimum influence mating behavior.
Both groups went on to examine in greater detail the expression patterns of the genes they had identified [3, 4] . Remarkably, gene after gene turned out to show its sex-biased expression in a non-neural secretory tissue called the fat body (or at least in a tissue fraction consistent with such expression). The fat body makes molecules -such as yolk proteins in females -that are secreted into the circulation, and it is certainly not the most obvious candidate for being the seat of romantic behavior. The correlation between sex-specific expression of to and tsx in fat body and the apparent effects on sex-specific behaviors is tantalizing, but it would be premature to conclude that they are causally related.
First, and of greatest concern, although the data reported in the new papers [ (Figure 1) . The soma of XX tra -pseudomales has widely been considered to be entirely male-like except for its female-like size. That fit is still expressed in these pseudomales suggests that Fit might have a phenotypic effect that has been too subtle to detect, or that requires Tra-Tra2-dependent genes for elaboration or that is Tra-independent (as in the case of body size). The to gene is unusual in being the first target gene shown to be regulated by both Dsx and Fru [3] , a commonality seen before with aspects of male courtship behaviors [6, 17, 19] . The to mutation also shows genetic interactions with fru mutations, suggesting that Fru both regulates to and acts with it (or regulates other genes that act with to).
As tantalizing as these results are, they also raise a number of questions. First, do fit, sxe1 and sxe2 play a role in sex-specific behaviors, and does tsx mediate male behaviors? If they do, how and precisely where does expression of their products cause these behaviors? Second, how is the sex-biased expression of these genes specified? Are they directly regulated by the sex-determination pathway, as suggested for to by the apparent presence of upstream Dsx-binding sites [3] ? Or does their regulation involve sex-specific inductive signals from nearby brain or sensory organs, formally analogous to the cell communications that determine some other aspects of sexual development [18] ? It is intriguing in this light that these target genes are expressed in the portion of the fat body that is in the head, and apparently not (or, at most, minimally) in fat body tissue elsewhere in the body. How do the actions of Dsx and Fru intersect to regulate to expression? And does Fru regulate sxe1, sxe2 and tsx?
Third, are there sex-specific target genes expressed in the brain? Neither of the two new studies [3, 4] saturated the possible targets -illustrated by the way neither detected the others' genes. So additional sex determination targets await discovery -perhaps among the 33 additional sex-biased genes identified in the SAGE screen [4] . These targets may further elucidate the fat body's role in behavior as well as reveal the level and extent of sexual dimorphism at the molecular level in the brain and its control by the sex determination hierarchy. So there's much excitement to come -these are heady times indeed to study sex in Drosophila.
